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SOME INFORMATION IS OMITTED OR OBSCURED TO PREVENT IDENTIFICATION OF 
INDIVIDUALS AND ADDRESSES FOR THE SAFETY OF THOSE INVOLVED.   

PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS TO INFO@CASTROPATROL.ORG 
 

CCOP PATROL REPORT: SATURDAY 07/11/2015 

Roving Foot Patrol (RFP) -  21:30-24:00 

 
 
CCOP Patrollers have donated a total of 858 hours to the community year to date.  
 
CASTRO CARES 10b OFFICER:  10b Officer worked an earlier shift. 
 
CONDITIONS: 
 
Overcast skies, moderate, temperature in low 60s. There were moderate numbers of 
people in the streets. The crowd was well-behaved for the most part with very few 
people sleeping on sidewalks.  
 
NOTABLE INCIDENTS: 
 
NOTE: This was the first patrol in which all team members were equipped with body 
cameras. 
 
 

• 21:30 HRS Start of Patrol. 
 



• 22:17 HRS, Noe Street at 18th, Wellbeing check (910): WMA about 40 years 
old sitting next to the bakery/café building. He indicated that he did not need 
medical attention and declined a call for the HOT van. Disposition: NCR 
 

• 22:35 HRS, Castro Theatre Parking Log, Trespass (601): LMA was sitting in a 
black utility vehicle at the northwest end of the parking lot with his windows open. 
We asked whether he was coming or going, and he said that he was about to 
leave. We explained the reason that the City does not allows lingering in the 
parking lot and he said that he understood and did not intend to stay. Disposition: 
ADV 

 
• 23:12 HRS, Walgreens Parking Lot, Public Urination (153): A BMA, mid 30s 

was urinating in the northwest corner where the new SFAF building meets the 
apartment building. He was admonished and apologized. We explained that he 
would have received a citation if the SFPD officer had been the one to come 
upon him. Disposition: ADM 

 
• 23:14 HRS, Walgreens Parking Lot, Trespass (601): Two WMA mid 20s were 

standing in the lot, talking. When the trespassing rules were explained, they said 
they were about to leave. They entered a parked automobile several minutes 
later and left. There was a possibility that they had been drinking to the point of 
DUI, but there was not enough evidence nor time to alert SFPD traffic 
enforcement. Disposition: ADV 

 
• 23:15 HRS, Walgreens Parking Lot, Trespass (601): WFA, early 30s was 

sitting in a black vehicle with the windows down and music playing. We explained 
the trespass rules and she claimed that she was waiting for her boyfriend who 
was picking up a prescription at the Walgreens store. We allowed her to remain 
with the understanding that she would need to exit the lot if she intended to stay 
for a longer period of time. Disposition: ADV 

 
• 23:23 HRS, Badlands Bar 4121 18th Street, Assault, Domestic (240 DV): As 

we stood on the southwest corner at 18th and Castro, we observed a WMA strike 
another WMA in the face in front of the flower store. Both were in their mid 20s. 
PSP Officer Taswell, who was on fixed patrol at Badlands, was on the scene 
almost immediately, and separated the two subjects. During the interview, the 
one who had thrown the punch said that they were from New York, were 
engaged to be married, and was upset that the second WMA had been flirting in 
a sexual manner with strangers inside the bar. In addition to the strike to the 
face, he had also thrown the second subject’s cell phone into the street. Both 
men appeared to be intoxicated. As neither wished to press charges and neither 
required medical treatment, Officer Taswell admonished them to leave the 
neighborhood with the warning that if there was any more trouble, they would be 
arrested and sent to jail. The first subject told the officer that he “…could not be 



arrested because he was a doctor.” This did not dissuade Officer Taswell from 
insisting that they leave the area.  Disposition: ADM 

 
About 10 minutes later we found that both subjects were standing on the 
southwest corner of 18th and Castro Streets. We asked why they were still there 
after the warning. They said that they were waiting for an Uber ride, and it was 
scheduled to pick them up at the Badlands bar. We instructed them to talk to 
Officer Taswell again so that he would not follow up on his warning that they 
were likely to be placed into custody. The first subject again stated that he could 
not be arrested because of his profession. We explained that his title did not 
excuse Domestic Violence and that DV crimes were taken seriously in San 
Francisco. Disposition: ADV 

 
23:55 HRS, END OF PATROL 

 

 
OTHER ITEMS OF NOTE: 
 
Passing Calls: During the patrol we made passing calls at Café, Badlands, Q-Bar, 440 
Bar, 7-11, Noe Valley Market at 19th and Hartford, 17th Noe Liquor, and the liquor store 
at Market and Castro. We also made checks of Collingwood Park, the Library on 17th 
and Pond, and the Muni underground station. 
	  


